
Scratch 3 - Session 3 - Rocket and Robot 

1. Open Scratch 3 (https://scratch.mit.edu). 

2. Click “Create”. 

3. Close “Tutorial”. 

4. Delete (Dustbin) Cat Sprite 1. 

5. Click “Choose a Backdrop”. Click “Space” and find and click “Space”. 

6. Click “Choose a Sprite”. 

7. In “All” find and click “Retro Robot”. Resize from “100” to “50”. 

Now you need to write some code to move the Retro Robot to its starting place. To do this you: 

1. Click “Events”. Find the “when space key pressed” block and drag it across.  

2. Click “Motion”. Find the “go to x: y:” block and drag it across. 

3. Click on the x and y numbers and change them to -160 and -20. 

4. Click “Looks”. Find and drag the “show” block under the others.  

Next you need to add the “Rocketship” sprite and make it go to its starting place. 

1. Click “Choose a Sprite”. Then, in “All”, find and click “Rocketship”. 

2. With the Rocketship workspace open, click “Events”. Find the “when space 

key pressed” block and drag it across.  

3. Click “Motion”. Find the “go to x: y:” block and drag it across. 

4. Click on the x and y numbers and change them to 170 and -170. 

5. Find the “point in direction 90” block and drag it across. 

6. Click “Looks”. Find and drag the “show” block under the others.  

If you touch the space bar now the screen area will be reset. 

The next task is to write instructions which will move the Robot to the Rocketship. 

1. Make sure you have the “Retro Robot” workspace open and click 

“Events”. Find the “when green flag clicked” block and drag it across. 

2. Click “Motion”. Find the “glide 1 secs to random position” block and 

drag it under the first block. 

3. Change the “1” to a “3” and use the dropdown arrow to change 

“random position” to “Rocketship”. 

4. Click “Control”. Find the “if then” block and drag it under the “glide 3 

secs to Rocketship” block. 

5. Click “Sensing”. Find the “touching mouse-pointer” block. Drag and 

drop it between “if” and “then”. Use the dropdown arrow to replace 

“mouse-pointer” with “Rocketship”. 

6. Click “Looks”. Find the “say hello for 2 seconds” block. Drag it inside the “if then” block 

7. Change the word “Hello!” to “Time to go!” and the “2 seconds” to “1 seconds”. 

(Please turn over for the rest of the instructions.) 
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8. Click “Events”. Find the “broadcast Message1” block and drag it under the “say Time to go! for 1 

seconds” block inside the “if then block”. 

9. Click on the dropdown arrow beside “message1” and click “New message”. In the New message widow 

which opens type “Ready for blast off!” and click OK. 

10. Finally, in this section, Click “Looks” and drag the “hide” block to the bottom of this set of instructions. 

Now write the coding to make the Rocketship move. To do this you: 

1. Make sure you have the “Rocketship” workspace open and click “Events”. Find the “when I receive 

Ready for blast off!” block and drag it across. 

2. Click “Motion”. Find the “glide 1 secs to x: y:” block and drag it under 

the first block. Change the numbers to 170 and 90. 

3. Find the “turn left 15 degrees”. Drag it across and change the 

number to “90”. 

4. Find the “glide 1 secs to x: y:” block again and drag it under the “turn 

left 90 degrees” block. Change the numbers to -200 and 70. 

5. Click “Control”. Find the “if then” block and drag it under the “glide 1 

secs to x: -200 y: 70” block. 

6. Click “Sensing”. Find the “touching mouse-pointer” block. Drag and 

drop it between “if” and “then”. Use the dropdown arrow to replace 

“mouse-pointer” with “edge”. 

7. Click “Looks”. Find “hide” and drag it inside the “if then” block. 

Your coding is complete. Touch the spacebar on your keyboard to reset the scene. Click the green flag for the 

robot and rocket to move. 

 

 

Challenge 

Add a new sprite “Robot” or one of the other space sprites. Can you make it chase the Retro robot to the 

Rocketship? 


